
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of enterprise data
architect. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for enterprise data architect

Define and implement the strategy roadmap for enterprise data
implementation and data management for new data sources, current data
sources, business-to-business partnerships, and data analytics systems
Working very closely with the Enterprise Data Management, the Data Quality
and the Analytics teams the IS function in charge of the enterprise platforms
implementation
Experiences in a relevant enterprise architecture framework (TOGAF) or data
frameworks and patterns such as DAMA, EIP and so on is a plus
Have experience in client Relationship Management
Develop, implement, and maintain enterprise data architecture to enable
knowledge workforce productivity, improve customer experience and
business decision making
Lead and manage activities to map data and information inputs and outputs
for business functions and processes
Develop, communicate and drive implementation of enterprise data
architecture and data integration standards
Lead and manage the development of data modeling policies and standards,
Meta-data standards and nomenclature, to guide information decision making
for the enterprise
Partner with business and technology teams to understand the implications
of respective architectures on data architecture and maximize the value of
information across the organization
Collaborate with Database management team to develop and maintain
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Qualifications for enterprise data architect

Communicate and present initiatives to business, technical, and architectural
audiences, which address customer needs and promote a collaborative
environment
Must be able to strategize and articulate our business and industry
fundamentals while abiding by regulations
Build and influence relationships by proactively and consistently inspiring
others to achieve successful results in unchartered waters
Demonstrate architectural best practices across technologies to solve
organizational problems, articulate views and roadmaps for future
development
Demonstrate detailed knowledge and understanding of the technologies,
systems and processes that enable the mobile industry including retail sales,
marketing components of the business
Proactively monitor strategic direction of Solution Vendors, technology and
market trends to determine their potential impact and value to the enterprise


